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Green Chemistry Award for 3DTRASAR (water savings ~41 billion gallons in 2008) and 
STABREX 
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Increasing cycles decreases water usage with diminishing returns.  Each increase in 
cycles increases the scaling/fouling stress of the system.  Evaporation rate of an open 
recirculating cooling water system is fixed because a cooling tower uses evaporation 
as a mechanism for cooling.
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Further demonstration of the law of diminishing returns in cycle chemistry. 
Assumptions: 100 tons cooling, 150 days, 24 hr/day, 10F dT
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Annual water usage per hospital based on cycles of concentration
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Optimizer model of current program at each facility.  Incorporates M-O-C survey data 
for each facility, as well as both the Ryznar and Langelier indeces run through 
industry-leading software.  
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Current Program monitoring and control requirements
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pH should run to 8.0 -8.2.  mAlkalinity must not go below 100ppm
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Proposed Acid Program monitoring and control requirements
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BASIN: Concentrated acid should be fed to the basin using a dilution trough near make-up 
introduction. The dilution water trough should be located near the recirculation pumps but not 
immediately in the pump suction. Where a dilution trough is not possible, acid should be introduced 
into the center of the tower approximately one third of the way back from the recirculating pumps. 
Concentrated acid can be fed near make-up water addition if turbulence in this area is sufficient and 
constant.

Materials of construction suitable for chemical introduction (chemical pump liquid ends, feed lines, 
etc.) should be comprised of either Carpenter-20 or 316 Stainless Steel, Kynar or CPVC.

CONDENSER PIPING: Install chemical injection assembly in condenser piping between condenser outlet 
and by-pass (if installed) as close to the tower as possible at a point at least 10 (ten) pipe diameters 
upstream from nearest bend, elbow or weld. Doing so will allow for maximum chemical dilution at the 
tower basin and removal of CO2 from tower aeration that is generated during acid introduction.

Materials of construction suitable for chemical introduction (Quills, chemical pump liquid ends, feed 
lines and injection quill valves) should be comprised of either Carpenter-20 or 316 Stainless Steel, 
Kynar or CPVC.

Injection site should occur in horizontal pipe runs only located at the bottom of the pipe (6:00 position) 
to allow for proper seating of ball-checks from gravity and prevent premature mixing of the condenser 
water and acid in a stagnant assembly.
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Relative to chlorine, STABREX is 10 times less toxic, yields half of the disinfection by-
products, and is more effective for its designed applications
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Consider that pH over 9 will cause degalvanizing in galvanized tower.  Expected system 
pH would run high (9.2-9.4) with high cycles soft water program.  This would require 
the feed of a separate corrosion inhibitor to prevent “white rust” phenomenon, 
73801WR
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Current Program monitoring and control requirements
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Current Program monitoring and control requirements
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